No Mor Problems®
Preventative Algicide
For use to prevent the start or return of algae, slime, and mold and to provide year-round crystal clear water in pools treated with chlorine or bromine.

NO MORE ALGAE

INGREDIENTS
Active ingredient                Sodium bromide            41.4%
                           Inert ingredients            58.6%
                           Total                           100.0%
Contains no ingredients that will stain pools or spas.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

DANGER

See back panel for additional precautionary statements.

Net Contents: 32 FL OZ (1 QT.) 946 mL

EPA Reg. No. 45337-11
EPA Est. No. 45337-CA-1

Manufactured by:
United Chemical Corporation
1741 E. Telegation Road
Brea, CA 92821
800-824-5590 (California)
800-302-5905 (Other)
EMAIL: info@swimmesh.com
Website: www.swimmesh.com

U.S. Patent Nos. 4,846,979 and 5,264,526
Additional Patents Pending

United Chemical Corporation
3333 Bassett St.
Long Beach, CA 90804

Precautionary Statements
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
DANGER: Corrosive. Caustic burns to skin. May cause permanent and painful hand and/or eye irritation. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Wear protective clothing and rubber gloves. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling. Remove contaminated clothing and washing immediately.

FIRST AID
In case of eye irritation: Hold eye open and flush with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after first flush. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately.

For treatment of skin contact: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately.

If swallowed: Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately. Call a physician immediately.

Time line number: Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth.

NOT TO PHYSICIAN: Prochoral bromide damage may contaminate the use of organics usage.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Reducing agent. Avoid contact with oxidizing agents or chlorine to de-oxidated the instructions for use. Add the product to water. Do not mix with this product with acids or oxidizing agents or acids may cause the release of corrosive hydrogen bromide or chlorine gas.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This product is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms.

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Always use No Mor Problems® exactly as in the directions for use. No Mor Problems for use in maintenance of clear algae free swimming pool and spa water. If a rescue treatment is needed to control an algae bloom, use No Mor Problems® Crystal Clear¢. Use No Mor Problems® for the maintenance of clear algae free swimming pool and spa water. A rescue treatment is needed to control a bloom of algae. No Mor Problems® Crystal Clear¢ for the maintenance of clear algae free swimming pool and spa water. A rescue treatment is needed to control a bloom of algae. No Mor Problems® Crystal Clear¢ for the maintenance of clear algae free swimming pool and spa water. A rescue treatment is needed to control a bloom of algae. No Mor Problems® Crystal Clear¢ for the maintenance of clear algae free swimming pool and spa water. A rescue treatment is needed to control a bloom of algae.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

INITIAL TREATMENT WITH No Mor Problems®

Make initial treatment with No Mor Problems® after any pre- or preventative treatment. For pools: 1 lb. per 1000 gallons of pool water and 1 lb. per 1000 gallons of spa water. For each 500 gallons pool water, add 2 fluid ounces of No Mor Problems® DIRECT to the pool water. For each 500 gallons pool water, add 2 fluid ounces of No Mor Problems® DIRECT to the pool water. For each 500 gallons pool water, add 2 fluid ounces of No Mor Problems® DIRECT to the pool water. For each 500 gallons pool water, add 2 fluid ounces of No Mor Problems® DIRECT to the pool water. For each 500 gallons pool water, add 2 fluid ounces of No Mor Problems® DIRECT to the pool water. For each 500 gallons pool water, add 2 fluid ounces of No Mor Problems® DIRECT to the pool water.

CHLORINATING PRODUCTS

Use No Mor Problems® to prevent the build-up of algae in your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to prevent the build-up of algae in your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to prevent the build-up of algae in your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to prevent the build-up of algae in your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to prevent the build-up of algae in your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to prevent the build-up of algae in your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to prevent the build-up of algae in your pool or spa.

MAINTENANCE TREATMENTS WITH No Mor Problems®

Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa.

Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa. Use No Mor Problems® to maintain the crystal clarity of your pool or spa.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Do not contaminate drinking water. Avoid contact with eyes, mouth, skin, or clothing. Store and dispose of the product at a secure place where children and pets cannot reach. Keep container closed when not in use. No Mor Problems® is not to be disposed of in streets, sewers, or storm drains. Store in original containers. In the event of spillage, wash up immediately to avoid damage to the environment.

Pesticide Disposal: Pesticide containers are hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticides or empty containers in a sanitary landfill is hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticides or empty containers in a sanitary landfill is hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticides or empty containers in a sanitary landfill is hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticides or empty containers in a sanitary landfill is hazardous.

Transportation: This product is a hazardous waste as defined in the hazardous waste regulatory provisions of your state's toxic waste management regulations. This product is a hazardous waste as defined in the hazardous waste regulatory provisions of your state's toxic waste management regulations. This product is a hazardous waste as defined in the hazardous waste regulatory provisions of your state's toxic waste management regulations. This product is a hazardous waste as defined in the hazardous waste regulatory provisions of your state's toxic waste management regulations. This product is a hazardous waste as defined in the hazardous waste regulatory provisions of your state's toxic waste management regulations. This product is a hazardous waste as defined in the hazardous waste regulatory provisions of your state's toxic waste management regulations.

Disposal: Do not contaminate drinking water. Avoid contact with eyes, mouth, skin, or clothing. Store and dispose of the product at a secure place where children and pets cannot reach. Keep container closed when not in use. No Mor Problems® is not to be disposed of in streets, sewers, or storm drains. Store in original containers. In the event of spillage, wash up immediately to avoid damage to the environment.

This product is hazardous to the environment. If this product enters a river, stream, lake, pond, or other surface water, damage will result. Do not contaminate drinking water. Avoid contact with eyes, mouth, skin, or clothing. Store and dispose of the product at a secure place where children and pets cannot reach. Keep container closed when not in use. No Mor Problems® is not to be disposed of in streets, sewers, or storm drains. Store in original containers. In the event of spillage, wash up immediately to avoid damage to the environment.

This product is not hazardous to the environment. If this product enters a river, stream, lake, pond, or other surface water, damage will not result. Do not contaminate drinking water. Avoid contact with eyes, mouth, skin, or clothing. Store and dispose of the product at a secure place where children and pets cannot reach. Keep container closed when not in use. No Mor Problems® is not to be disposed of in streets, sewers, or storm drains. Store in original containers. In the event of spillage, wash up immediately to avoid damage to the environment.